


LUXE U-PHORIA

NSN-0208-54 U-PHORIA PINK
NSN-0208-55 U-PHORIA PURPLE

Featuring a flexible and unisex design, the 
revolutionary U-Phoria Massager provides pitch-
perfect stimulation to a variety of erogenous zones 
- including vaginal, anal, scrotal, penile, and nipple. 
Made of platinum-grade silicone and powered by 
dual motors, the U-Phoria Massager features 10 
speeds and functions and is anatomically adjustable 
to hit all the right notes. Rechargeable. Water-
resistant. Suitable with all lubricants. 



POWERPLAY BOOMBOOM

POWERPLAY THUMPER

NSN-0316-43 BOOMBOOM BLACK
NSN-0316-44 BOOMBOOM PINK
NSN-0316-45 BOOMBOOM PURPLE

NSN-0318-13 THUMPER BLACK
NSN-0318-14 THUMPER PINK
NSN-0318-15 THUMPER PURPLE

The BoomBoom Vibe knows how to bring on the 
vibes! Featuring 10 robust vibrating functions and 
4 intense speeds, BoomBoom provides limitless 
combinations for the utmost in orgasmic pleasure. 
Made of body-safe TPR and ABS plastic, this power 
vibe is elegantly designed and available in black, 
pink, and purple. Powered by 4 AA batteries. (not 
included).

PowerPlay’s Thumper Power Vibe delivers a fury of 
self-indulged pleasure. Made with a rippled sleeve 
of body-safe silicone leading to a lively rabbit/
clitoral stimulator. Thumper can be adjusted from a 
small tremor to a wicked quake, is waterproof and 
compatible with all lubricants. Available in black, pink 
and purple. Powered by 2 C batteries (not included).



JELLY RANCHER COUPLES KITS

JELLY RANCHER VIBRATING MASSAGERS

NSN-0435-11 COUPLES KIT CLEAR
NSN-0435-19 COUPLES KIT MULTICOLOR

NSN-0443-11 VIBRATING MASSAGER CLEAR 6in
NSN-0443-14 VIBRATING MASSAGER PINK 6in
NSN-0443-15 VIBRATING MASSAGER PURPLE 6in
NSN-0443-21 VIBRATING MASSAGER CLEAR 8in
NSN-0443-24 VIBRATING MASSAGER PINK 8in
NSN-0443-25 VIBRATING MASSAGER PURPLE 8in

Usher in a new level of intimacy with Jelly Rancher’s 
Couples Kit! This exhilarating 3 piece kit includes 
a firm, smooth 5” dong with a powerful suction 
cup, a soft tapered mini plug with suction cup, and 
lastly, the elastic cock ring that houses a bullet with 
3 exhilarating speeds to help bring your relationship 
to a whole new level with its textured tip for clitoral 
stimulation (batteries included).  Available in clear 
and multicolored kits, all items are made of odorless, 
body-safe TPE and are safe to use with all lubricants. 

Savor the good things in life. Ensure your pleasure 
with Jelly Rancher’s vibrating massagers. Featuring 
pulsating powerful multi-speed vibrations, made of 
platinum grade TPE, completely odorless and fully 
waterproof. Choose from assorted sizes and colors for 
a toe curling experience. suitable for all lubricants. 2 
AA batteries (not included).



INYA SOFT BALLS

INYA SPADES

NSN-0552-14 SOFTBALLS PINK
NSN-0552-15 SOFTBALLS PURPLE

NSN-0551-14 SPADE PINK SMALL
NSN-0551-15 SPADE PURPLE MEDIUM
NSN-0551-24 SPADE PINK SMALL
NSN-0551-25 SPADE PURPLE MEDIUM

Play balls! New games and adventures await you 
with super comfortable silicone Soft Balls. Soft and 
supple yet elastic and bouncy, 3 balls, 2 balls or 1 
ball - its your call. Soft Balls are suitable to use with 
all lubricants. 

Fall in love with INYA Spades. 100% silky smooth 
silicone, Spade plug comes in assorted sizes and 
features an arched T-bar base for comfort. Available in 
asst. colors and compatible with all lubricants.



RENEGADE REVIVE

RENEGADE SMOOTH DONGS

NSN-1102-03 REVIVE BLACK
NSN-1102-07 REVIVE BLUE

NSN-1155-13 SMOOTH DONG 5in
NSN-1155-23 SMOOTH DONG 6in
NSN-1155-33 SMOOTH DONG 7in
NSN-1155-43 SMOOTH DONG 8in

Renegade Revive will rock your world ! Fashionably 
designed to deliver vibrations where you want them 
most. Revive’s dual motors target the prostate and 
the testicles. This adjustable wonder bends to reach 
all the right places. Silicone coated and rechargable 
premium male massager will ignite your passions 
and deliver extraordinary satisfaction. Waterproof 
and suitable for all lubricants. Magnetic USB charger 
included. 

Slide down a Renegade Smooth Dong and slip 
into ecstasy. Smooth shaft and super suction cup 
for unlimited explorations delivers sensations only 
Renegade Smooth Dongs can. Made of superior 
grade TPE and suitable for all lubricants. Available in 
5,6,7 and 8 inch models.



RENEGADE SOFT ANAL BALLS

RENEGADE VITALITY RINGS

NSN-1117-53 SOFT ANAL BALLS

NSN-1116-61 VITALITY RINGS CLEAR
NSN-1116-63 VITALITY RINGS BLACK
NSN-1116-67 VITALITY RINGS BLUE

Play balls! New games and adventures await you 
with super comfortable silicone Soft Balls. Soft and 
supple yet elastic and bouncy, 3 balls, 2 balls or 1 
ball - its your call. Soft Balls are suitable to use with 
all lubricants. 

Constrict, restrain and revel in Renegade’s Vitality 
Rings. Extend your playtime by enticing your cock and 
balls with 4 varying sized cock rings in an unlimited 
number of ways. Made with odorless, pliable TPE and 
available in 3 colors, Vitality Rings are sure to multiply 
your experience. Suitable to use with all lubricants.



RENEGADE ANAL PLEASURE PLUG KIT

RENEGADE MEN’S PLEASURE KIT 1

RENEGADE MEN’S PLEASURE KIT 2

NSN-1105-03 PLEASURE PLUG TRAINER KIT 3pc

NSN-1105-13 MEN’S PLEASURE KIT 1 3pc

NSN-1105-23 MEN’S PLEASURE KIT 2 3pc

Your training starts today with Renegade’s Pleasure 
Plug Trainer Kit.  Featuring three varied sizes of 
sturdy, tapered plugs, this training kit provides a safe 
and enjoyable way for you to expand your sexual 
horizons. Made of sleek, odorless TPE, the plugs flare 
into a steadfast suction cup and can be used with all 
lubricants.

Wrap, plug and stroke your way to a mind blowing 
experience with Renegade’s Men’s Pleasure Kit. Triad 
Rings are super stretchy silicone rings bound together 
to restrict yourself in the most pleasureable ways. 
Made of firm, smooth medical grade silicone, Spades 
plug flare at the bottom for safe and fun play. Clamp 
your fingers tightly around the Handy Stroker and 
have yourself a go. Made with body-safe TPR. Use all 
three at the same time and learn what real pleasure is 
all about. Suitable with all lubricants.

Cross into the realm of excitment and indulge yourself 
in Renegade’s Men’s Pleasure Kit. Formulated with an 
odorless, body-safe TPE, the kit contains an alluring 
5” smooth dong with an impressive suction cup that 
won’t give out, a polished and tapered for that perfect 
fit TPE plug that flares out into a steadfast suction cup 
for a safe and gratifying time. Increase your pleasure 
to its pinnacle with the rippling vibrations produced 
from the snug fitting cock ring with 3 speed bullet. 
(Batteries included) Safe to use with all lubricants.



RENEGADE BONDAGE

NSN-1190-13 BLINDFOLD
NSN-1191-13 BALL GAG
NSN-1192-13 COLLAR
NSN-1193-13 WRIST CUFFS
NSN-1194-13 ANKLE CUFFS
NSN-1195-13 WHIP
NSN-1196-13 PADDLE
NSN-1197-13 HOG TIE

Welcome to the jungle, we got fun and games. We 
got everything you want, like blindfolds, whips and 
chains.  Masculine design and construction for the 
ultimate master and slave accessories. Durable vinyl 
construction means it is easy to clean, easy to use and 
easy to dominate. An entire collection just for you. 
Real men wear Renegade Bondage - you should too.



RENEGADE BONDAGE

NSN-1250-15 BLINDFOLD
NSN-1251-15 BALL GAG
NSN-1252-15 COLLAR
NSN-1253-15 WRIST CUFFS
NSN-1254-15 ANKE CUFFS
NSN-1255-15 WHIP
NSN-1256-15 PADDLE
NSN-1257-15 HOG TIE

Awaken your desires and delve into the realm of 
LUST.  Meticulously constructed restraints designed 
to bound your pleasures with exquisite offering of 
purple bondage wear. LUST is a collection of wrist 
and ankle cuffs, ball gag, mask, whip, paddle, collar 
with chain and hog tie featuring an easy to use Velcro 
closures, Neoprene lined for extended wear and black 
matching hardware. Vinyl construction for ease of 
maintenance and extreme durability. LUST Bondage 
- when the mood strikes.



STRAPEASE

NSN-1205-03 STRAPEASE BLACK 4ft/1.2m
NSN-1205-04 STRAPEASE PINK 4ft/1.2m
NSN-1205-13 STRAPEASE BLACK 8ft/2.4m
NSN-1205-14 STRAPEASE PINK 8ft/2.4m

Anticipation and Obedience has never been more 
pleasurable than with Strap-Ease Super Straps. Easy 
to secure and quick to release, Strap-Ease provides 
unlimited connections for creative bondage play. 
Made of soft polyester straps and featuring ABS 
buckles, Strap-Ease Super Straps are available in 
assorted colors and come in assorted lengths. 
Submission is just a few straps away, snap to it!



www.nsnovelties.com


